Williams Sound has been providing solutions to meet the accessibility needs of K-12 and higher education facilities for more than 35 years. Our wireless communication technology includes both installed and portable systems for use in hearing assistance and/or simultaneous interpretation. Each system is designed by our own engineers, followed up by the production of high-quality products, quick delivery, easy maintenance and exceptional customer service. Many Williams Sound systems meet the new 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility guidelines and are covered by an industry-leading warranty.

Applications
- Any auditorium with basic ADA compliance needs
- School assemblies that include parents and/or other visitors
- School productions, plays, concerts, performing arts centers
- New student orientations and/or tours
- Sporting events in arenas, stadiums and gymnasiums
- Parent / teacher organizations
- English as a second language
- Migrant education

Installed Systems
Large venues needing up to 1,000 feet of coverage will require an installed base station transmitter and accompanying receivers. Williams Sound offers the following solutions for these coverage needs.

Personal PA® FM Listening System (PPA® 377 PRO)
For Accessibility / Hearing Assistance
Ideal for large venues where superior coverage is essential. Push-button menu controls make the system easy to set up and use. Professional sound features (including three pre-set capabilities) and an operating range of up to 1,000 feet. Meets new 2010 ADA accessibility guidelines.

System includes:
(1) PPA T35 display transmitter*
(2) NKL 001 neckloops
(4) PPA SELECT (PPA R37) receivers* with batteries
(4) EAR 013 earphones
(1) IDP 008 ADA wall plaque
(1) WCA 013 audio cable
(1) ANT 005 coaxial antenna
(1) TFP 016 power supply
(1) RPK 005 rack panel kit

*Additional receivers and transmitters can be purchased separately.

Mid-range Infrared System (WIR SYS 7522)
For Accessibility / Language Interpretation
Ensures that participants in a classroom, conference room or other mid-sized venue receive direct, clear communication of your message without sacrificing security. Maximizes coverage area up to 5,000 square feet in single-channel mode. Two additional slaves (sold separately) can be added for additional coverage of up to 5,000 square feet each (for total coverage of up to 15,000 square feet).

System includes:
(1) WIR TX75 infrared transmitter
(3) WIR RX22-4 four-channel selectable, infrared receivers
(2) NKL 001 neckloops
(6) BAT 001 AA alkaline batteries
(1) IDP 008 ADA wall plaque
(1) BKT 024 wall / ceiling mounting bracket
(1) TFP 046 international power supply
Portable Systems

When your listening requirements include portability and flexibility, Williams Sound offers the following group and one-on-one solutions.

VIP Tour Guide System (DWS TGS VIP 12)
Ideal for school/campus tours. Extremely portable communication solution. Allows two or more tour guides to combine skills and guide as a team. Two guides can speak simultaneously; group can hear both guides; group can participate as listen-only or can access two-way mode with the quick push of a button. Two-way capability allows for group Q&A.

System includes:
- (12) DLT 100 transceivers*
- (12) MIC 044 2P headset mics
- (12) CCS 044 silicone skins
- (1) CCS 042 DW system carry case
  *Each DLT 100 is packaged with an individual charger.

Team Teach System 2 (DWS TTS 2)
Ideal communication solution for the teacher or student who has difficulty hearing. Works well in a classroom where two or more teachers combine skills to teach as a team. Two teachers can speak simultaneously; student can hear both teachers; student can participate as listen-only or access two-way mode with the push of a button.

System includes:
- (3) DLT 100 transceivers*
- (3) MIC 044 2P headset mics
- (1) CHG 102 two-bay charger
  *Each DLT 100 is packaged with an individual charger.

ADA Compliance Systems

Meets new 2010 ADA Compliance Guidelines

Hearing HotSpot™ Small-area Induction Loop
Compact and portable. Ideal for use in small classrooms or conference rooms. Includes a 100’ induction loop wire – simply fed from the amplifier and back to it again, forming a loop. Digitally controlled loop amplifier uses Automatic Gain Control to stabilize volume during fluctuating input levels. Can accommodate the connection of two audio sources.

System includes:
- (1) Amplifier
- (1) 100’ Induction Loop Wire
- (1) External Mic with Cable
- (1) Power Cord
- (2) Audio Cables
- (1) Stand
- Wire installation cleats

Hearing HotSpot™ Counter Loop
Compact and easy to install, this portable induction loop readily accommodates individuals with hearing difficulties – in a school office, at a ticket window or at an information desk. Picks up external voices with an integrated microphone or with an optional external microphone. Transmits the spoken word directly and clearly to a listener’s hearing aid equipped with a T-coil.

System includes:
- (1) Hearing HotSpot Counter Loop
- (1) Rechargeable 10x AA NiMH battery pack
- (1) International power supply

Secure, multi-room infrared solutions are also available. For more information about our full line of professional listening products and accessories, please contact our sales department.

Get more information about our full line of professional listening products and accessories by contacting our sales department.
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